
UNIT I (PART OF SPEECH) 

 

SENTENCE. DEFINITION:  

1) A grammatical unit that is syntactically independent and has a subject that is 

expressed or, as in imperative sentences, understood and a predicate that contains at 

least one finite verb. 

2) A set of words that is complete in itself, typically containing a subject and predicate, 

conveying a statement, question, exclamation, or command, and consisting of a main 

clause and sometimes one or more subordinate clauses. 

NOUN DEFINITION 

1) A word that is the name of something (such as a person, animal, place, thing, 

quality, idea, or action) and is typically used in a sentence as subject or object of 

a verb or as object of a preposition. 

2) Any member of a class of words that typically can be combined with 

determiners to serve as the subject of a verb, can be interpreted as singular or 

plural, can be replaced with a pronoun, and refer to an entity, quality, state, 

action, or concept. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF NOUNS: 

People: engineer, technician, assistant, workers. 

Animals: bear, snakes, wolf. 

Places: office, laboratory, room, library. 

Objects: desk, folder, computer, truck, ladder, shovel, pliers. 

Substances: air, water, solution, food, coal. 

Qualities: Kindness, beauty, happiness, faith. 

Actions: reading, exploring, drifting, processing. 

Measurements: pound, miles, inches, meters. 

 

CATEGORY OF NOUNS: 

1. PROPER NOUN: 

A noun that designates a particular person, place, or thing, is not normally preceded by 

an article or other limiting modifier, and is usu. capitalized in English, as Lincoln, Beth, 

Pittsburgh, Washington, Also called proper name. 

2. COMMON NOUN: 

A noun that may be preceded by an article or other limiting modifier and that denotes 

any or all of a class of entities and not an individual. 

 

A noun that refers to each member of a whole class sharing the features connoted by the 

noun, as for example planets, cities, rocks, countries, problems, etc.  

 

 



3. COMPOUND NOUNS: 

They are formed with two or more common names or names. They are modified 

structures which are formed by two or more words that function as a noun, as a unit. 

The first word is considered a pre-modifier. Regarding their spelling, compound nouns 

can be presented as: 

a. Just in one word:  armhole, earthquake, and flashlight. 

b. Separated by a hyphen: computer-designer, power-plant. 

c. Each word separately: oil well, hydrogen bomb, steam engine. 

 

4. COLLECTIVE NOUNS: designate a group of people, places or things, which 

may take the form singular. It is the name of a number of things considered as a 

single one. Examples: Crowd, class, people, team, crew, group, gang, party 

5. ABSTRACT NOUNS:   

a.  Nouns that are not tangible. They cannot be perceived by any sense. 

b.  Relating to an order of existence beyond the visible observable universe; 

especially:  of relating to God or gods, demigod, spirit, or devil.  

c.   Departing from what is usual or normal especially so as to appear to 

transcend the laws of nature.  

d.   Attributed to an invisible agent (as a ghost or spirit). 

6. COUNTABLE NOUNS: Countable nouns can be "counted", they have a 

singular and plural form. Example: two continents, four elements, three 

dictionaries. 

7. UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS: Uncountable nouns (also called mass nouns or 

noncount nouns) cannot be counted, they are not seperate objects. This means 

you cannot make them plural by adding -s, because they only have a singular 

form. It also means that they do not take a/an or a number in front of them. 

Example: sand, water, oxygen, hydrogen, etc. 

 

TYPES OF NOUNS 

In English, names can be of three forms or instances. The case defines the role of the 

noun into the sentence. 

a. Subjective or nominative case: a noun is subjective case if it is the subject of 

the sentence, the doer of the action of the verb. Often, a subjective noun will be 

the first noun given in the independent clause that is the heart of the sentence. 

Example: (1) Relativity was formulated by Einstein. (2) Newton investigated the 

force of attraction exerted by the huge mass of the earth. 

b. Objective case: a noun is objective case if it is the object of the sentence, the 

receiver of the action of the verb. When the noun is used or considered as an 

object in the sentence after a transitive verb. Example. (1) We may identify 

minerals (them) without using special equipments. (2) A geologist uses a knife 

(it) to distinguish between harder or softer minerals. 

c. Possessive case: A possessive noun shows that someone (or something) owns an 

item. In the simplest cases, an apostrophe and the letter 's' are added to the noun 



to show that ownership. Example: (1) Steno`s law was really a precursor of 

atomic theory. (2) Men’s tools are stored in that room.  

For names or nouns in the plural ending in "S" (for regular plural formation) was 

added the apostrophe after the word. Example: (3) Geologists` definitions don’t 

agree with miners’ definition of a mineral. (4)  Physicists` contributions have been 

quite important in the geology field. (5) Qualified technicians` skills are actually 

taken into account at this stage. 

PRONOUNS: In linguistics and grammar, a pronoun is a word that substitutes for a 

noun or noun phrase. They denote persons or things previously designated or 

understood from the context. Pronouns take the position and function of nouns, but 

not specifically named. 

Types of pronouns. 

They are classified as personal that may be in the nominative case, objective, and 

possessive: 

Case of personal pronouns 

 

Nominative: Objective: Possessive: 

subject object adjective pronoun 

 

Singular 

I Me My Mine 

You You Your Yours 

He Him His His 

She Her Her Hers 

It It Its Its 

 

Plural 

We Us Our Ours 

You You Your yours 

they them their theirs 
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DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS: A determiner that points to a particular noun 

or to the noun it replaces. There are four demonstratives in English: the "near" 

demonstratives this and these and the "far" demonstratives that and those. 

This, that {singular  I like that 

This is the best   These, those {plural 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS: A relative pronoun is a pronoun used to mark a 

relative clause, and having the same referent as the element of the main clause 

(usually a noun or noun phrase) which the relative clause modifies. They are used at 

the beginning of a subordinate clause, giving additional information about someone 

or something previously mentioned in the independent clause. The name to which 

the relative pronoun refers is called its antecedent. Relative pronouns are: who, 

whom, whose, which, that. 

                  antecedente    relative pron. 

 

It is the new [theory] (that) they formulated in the last scientific international 

lecture. 

                       antecedente    relative pron. 

 Dr. Black is the [scientist] (who) investigates the application of this substance. 

Who, whom y whose are used when referring to people. 

o The man who made that speech is a well-known researcher. 

o The young woman, whom you spoke to, won the science Nobel Prize last 

year. 

 

Which as a relative pronoun is used only to things or animals. 

o Statistics is a discipline which affects all other sciences. 

 

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS: We use the reflexive pronouns to indicate that the 

person who realizes the action of the verb is the same person who receives the 

action.  

Reflexive pronouns always act as objects not subjects, and they require an 

interaction between the subject and an object. Examples: 

 We defended ourselves brilliantly.  

* In this example the reflexive pronoun "ourselves" refers back to the subject of 

the sentence.  
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 John talks to himself when he is nervous. 

* In this example "Himself" refers to John. 

The reflexive pronoun can also be used to give more emphasis to the subject or object 

(intensive pronoun).  

For example:  

 I did it myself.  

* I want to emphasise the fact that I did it.  

More examples: 

 He washed himself. 

 She looked at herself in the mirror. 

 Diabetics give themselves insulin shots several times a day. 

 After the party, I asked myself why I had faxed invitations to everyone in my 

office building. 

 Richard usually remembered to send a copy of his e-mail to himself. 

Interrogative Pronoun: 
An interrogative pronoun is a pronoun used in order to ask a question.  

Often it has no antecedent because the antecedent is unknown. That is why the 

question is being asked!  

In modern English there are five interrogative pronouns:  

What, which, who, whom, and whose.  

Example:  Which of these minerals belong to this class? 

Who are you? ; What is she doing now? 
 

DISTRIBUTIVE PRONOUNS: A distributive pronoun considers members of 

a group separately, rather than collectively. 

They include each, any, either, neither and others. 

Examples: 

 Each one of you will be given a chance.  

 Everyone, present here, should take their dinner.  

  Either of you can take the matter to the chairman. 

 Neither of you is qualified to attend the final. 

 Gravitational force began pulling them into each other (pron.) 

 They reached to an agreement each other. 

 There are two drills available; either would serve to your purpose 

 

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS: An indefinite pronoun is a pronoun that refers to one or 

more unspecified beings, objects, or places.  

Someone/anyone→ no one; somebody/ anybody, nobody. 
 

Examples: 
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 Some triggering factors of landslides are due to climatic, tectonic and human 

reasons. 

 They have introduced some. 

 Something is wrong. 

 Nobody seems to be aware of it. 
 

ADJECTIVES: In grammar, an adjective is a 'describing' word; the main syntactic 

role of which is to qualify a noun or noun phrase, giving more information about the 

object signified. An adjective can be used to: 

A. To qualify a noun. Example: 

 Igneous rocks are also formed from molten material (magma) deep in 

the earth that cools. 

B. To join predicate and express some characteristics of the subject. Example: 

 That engine made in France is more powerful. 

  

Types of adjectives 
 

a) Quality or descriptive adjectives: show what type or what kind. Example: 

 Plate tectonics is a relatively new scientific concept. 

b)  Adjectives of quantity: it tells us how. These may be definite: one, two,… or 

indefinite: all, some, several, half, etc. 

 

c) Possessive adjectives: show ownership or possession and always precede the 

noun:my, her, their, our, etc.  

Example:  His work about relativity has been a great contribution to science field. 

 Interrogative adjective ("which" or "what") is like an interrogative pronoun, except 

that it modifies a noun or noun phrase rather than standing on its own: 

Which plants should be watered twice a week? 

Like other adjectives, "which" can be used to modify a noun or a noun phrase. In this 

example, "which" modifies "plants" and the noun phrase "which plants" is the subject of 

the compound verb "should be watered": 

What book are you reading? 

In this sentence, "what" modifies "book" and the noun phrase "what book" is the direct 

object of the compound verb "are reading." 

DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES: The demonstrative adjectives "this," "these," 

"that," "those," and "what" are identical to the demonstrative pronouns, but are used as 

adjectives to modify nouns or noun phrases, as in the following sentences: 

 Those investigators conducted some experiments based on few hypotheses. 
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In this sentence, the demonstrative adjective "THOSE" modifies the noun 

"INVESTIGATORS". 

ADJECTIVE DEGREES: the degrees of comparison are known as the positive, the 

comparative, and the superlative. (Actually, only the comparative and superlative 

show degrees.) We use the comparative for comparing two things and the superlative 

for comparing three or more things. Notice that the word than frequently accompanies 

the comparative and the word the precedes the superlative. The inflected suffixes -er 

and -est suffice to form most comparatives and superlatives, although we need -ier and -

iest when a two-syllable adjective ends in y (happier and happiest); otherwise we use 

more and most when an adjective has more than one syllable. 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

rich richer richest 

lovely lovelier loveliest 

beautiful more beautiful most beautiful 

Certain adjectives have irregular forms in the comparative and superlative degrees: 

Irregular Comparative and Superlative Forms 

good better best 

bad worse worst 

little less least 

much 

many 

some 

more most 

far further furthest 

Some examples: 

 Chemistry is as important as physics studying some mineral properties 

(equality) 

 Steel is harder than iron. 

 That electric generator is more powerful than the other one. 

 Oxygen is not so as light as hydrogen. 

 Cast-iron is much less expensive to produce than steel. 

 Diamond is the hardest natural substance known up to date. 

 Oxygen is the most important gas for breathing. 

 

DEFINITE ARTICLE: 



The is the definite article and is used to refer to specific objects. Example: The moon 

circles the earth.  

 

INDEFINITE ARTICLE: 

The indefinite article is just the opposite of the definite article. In English, the indefinite 

articles are "a, an, some, any." They are "indefinite" because they do not refer to a 

particular thing as "the" does, but simply refer to an object or person in a non-specific 

way, that is, we do not specify exactly to which person or object we are referring to. 

"A" is used:  

 Before a consonant. 

Example:. A rock/ a water pump/ a drill, etc. 

 Before words that begin with "u", "ew", "eu", when they have the phonetic 

sound /ju/. Example: A useful tool / a ewe / a European country. 

Before "or" if it sounds as / w /. Example:  a one melted material. 

“AN” is used: 

 Before a vowel. Example: An impulsive disturbance.  

 In front of an "h" silent. Example: An hour ago. 

It is also required when the noun it accompanies refers to something abstract.  

Example: The use of those techniques is optimal.  

ADVERBS 

An adverb is a word that changes or qualifies the meaning of a verb, adjective, other 

adverb, clause, sentence or any other word or phrase, except that it does not include the 

adjectives and determiners that directly modify nouns. Adverbs are traditionally 

regarded as one of the parts of speech. 

Adverbs typically answer questions such as how?, in what way?, when?, where?, and to 

what extent?. This function is called the adverbial function, and is realized not just by 

single words (i.e., adverbs) but by adverbial phrases and adverbial clauses. 

Examples: 

 They check the validity of this, carefully. (modifying a verb) 

 Fossils can be a very important fact in dating a rock formation. (modifying an 

adjective) 

 He looked through it quite slowly. (modifying another adverb) 
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There are several types of adverb:  

manner - place - time - frequency - degree.  

ADVERBS OF MANNER:  these answer the question how?  

This adverb usually comes after the direct object or if there is no direct object, after the 

verb: Examples: 

 She speaks Italian beautifully. 

 

 He works well. 

 

 You must drive your car carefully. 

 

 Eat quietly. 

 

ADVERBS OF TIME: Adverbs of time tell us when an action happened or will happen 

but also for how long. Examples: yesterday, now, tomorrow, last century, etc. 

 

ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY: We use some adverbs to describe how frequently we do 

an activity or how often an event may occur. Example: usually, always, never… 

 

ADVERB OF PLACE: Adverb of place tells us about the place of action or where 

action occurs/occurred/will occur. 

e.g. here, there, near, somewhere, outside, ahead, on the top, at some place. 

 

VERBS: A verb is often defined as a word which shows action or state of being. The 

verb is the heart of a sentence - every sentence must have a verb. Recognizing the verb 

is often the most important step in understanding the meaning of a sentence. 

 

LINKING VERBS: Linking verbs (also referred to as copulas or copular verbs) don't 

show action like ordinary verbs. They rather link or connect the subject to a subject 

complement, the part of the sentence that follows the verb. This complement which 

contains additional information describes and identifies the subject. 

This is a list of common linking verbs: 

 Appear   

 be 

 become 

 feel 

 get 

 grow 

 look 

 prove 
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 remain 

 seem 

 smell 

Examples: 

It gets dark. 
This gear looks rusty and worn out.  
He looks angry. 

 

CONJUNCTIONS: In grammar, a conjunction is a part of speech that connects 

words, sentences, phrases or clauses. 

Coordinating conjunctions: also called coordinators, are conjunctions that join, or 

coordinate, two or more items (such as words, main clauses, or sentences) of equal 

syntactic importance. In English, the coordinators are: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so. 

Example: With additional heat and pressure, sedimentary rocks can become 

metamorphic rocks, and these could melt completely to become igneous rocks. 

Correlative conjunctions: 'Correlative' conjunctions work in pairs to join words 

and groups of words of equal weight in a sentence. There are six different pairs of 

correlative conjunctions: 

1. either...or 
2. not only...but (also) 
3. neither...nor (or increasingly neither...or) 
4. both...and 
5. whether...or 
6. just as...so 

Examples: 

 You either do your work or prepare for a trip to the office. 
 Not only is she pretty, but she is also brilliant. 
 Neither the basketball team nor the football team is doing well. 
 Both the cross country team and the swimming team are doing well. 
 Whether you stay or you go, it's your decision. 
 Just as many Americans love basketball, so many Canadians love ice hockey. 
 Landslides are tipically “triggered” by either an atmospheric or seismic event. 

Subordinating conjunctions: Subordinating conjunctions, also called subordinators, 

are conjunctions that join an independent clause and a dependent clause. The most 

common subordinating conjunctions in the English language include after, although, as, 

as far as, as if, as long as, as soon as, as though, because, before, if, in order that, 

since, so, so that, than, though, unless, until, when, whenever, where, whereas, 

wherever, and while. Example:  

The experiment was a failure because the instruments were defective. 
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Adverbial conjunctions: such conjunctions create complex relationships 

between ideas. Some of them are: However,, Moreover, nevertheless, consequently, 

therefore, furthermore, etc.. Such conjunctions are always preceded by a semicolon 

(;) and always followed by a comma (,) Example: 

When a volcano erupts, it forms igneous rocks; however, they are also formed from 

molten material (magmas) that cools. 

 

PREPOSITIONS: A preposition links nouns, pronouns and phrases to other words 

in a sentence. The word or phrase that the preposition introduces is called the object 

of the preposition. Prepositions are words that link a noun or pronoun to another 

word, it can be a verb, adjective or another noun in a phrase or sentence. They 

express ideas of location, destination, direction of movement, time, etc. Prepositions 

always directed to a noun or pronoun in the objective case. Some common 

prepositions are: about, above, across, after, against, around, below, through, 

toward, by, down, into, of, from, between, at, before, under, on, till, to … 

Examples: 

 A mineral is something that occurs naturally, and it is formed through inorganic 
(non – living) processes. 

 There is not a remarkable difference between them. 
 That slope will be blown up at 2:00 o’clock. 
 Most of the lab equipments will be delivered on Wednesday.  
 In 1995, scientists found indirect evidence that there were planets around stars 

outside of our solar system. 
 They were at Dr. Brown’s. 
 The airport is on Republic Avenue.  
 They have an important interview in Texas City. 
 Small plates are moving relatively to one another. 
 We are working toward this goal. 
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